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Foreword 
Over the past few years, the boundaries of what designers and developers can create on
the Web have expanded enormously. Web sites increasingly integrate pixel-perfect visual
design, video, animation, and advanced user interaction to create rich experiences that are
both fun and useful. Many of these sites are built using the Adobe Flash platform. And
more and more Flash sites are being built using Adobe Flex.

One of the most common misconceptions about Flex is that it’s different from Flash.
It’s not: Flex is Flash. Flex applications run in the Flash Player; Flex is built on top of the
Flash file format, language, and API. Through Flex, you have access to all the richness of
the Flash Player, with the added benefit of being able to work more seamlessly with tra-
ditional development tools.

If you looked at Flex applications a couple of years ago, you might not have believed
this seamless story. Flex applications looked like, well, Flex applications. They looked pret-
ty nice right out of the box, but once you’d seen a few, you could instantly spot others.

Why was this? The focus of the first version of Flex was to make the Flash platform
accessible to traditional software developers, and to make it easy for them to produce
applications that looked good right out of the box. And it worked: People who would
never have even conceived of using Flash began building enterprise-quality applications
using our technology. Flex removed their barrier for entry to developing rich applications.

But you can only do so much in a release, especially a 1.0 release, and we didn’t have
time to also reinvent the world of designing rich applications. We did a lot to make the
built-in component skins flexible—providing a large set of style parameters to allow peo-
ple to tweak the visual appearance of components—but we knew that in order to really
bring designers into Flex, we would need to do a lot more. 

So, in Flex 2 and 3, we’ve been making it easier to build great visual and motion
design into Flex applications. In Flex 2, we created view states and transitions to help
designers and developers organize the appearance and behavior of complex dynamic
applications. We also added a constraint-based layout mechanism that makes it easy to go
from a pixel-perfect static design to a resizable application. In Flex 3, following the acqui-
sition of Macromedia by Adobe, we built a streamlined skinning workflow between the
Adobe Creative Suite tools and Flex Builder, and added a CSS design view to Flex
Builder that lets you visually tweak the built-in appearance of components.

Andy McIntosh and Juan Sanchez are the perfect guides for your exploration into the
visual design features of Flex. As designers who have crossed over into the world of
development, and with their years of experience at EffectiveUI and other rich application
design and development studios, they have been deeply engrossed in the world of Flex.
In this book, they start with the basics of what designers and developers need to know
about getting Flex applications to look good, then dive into more advanced topics and
realistic examples showing how to create the look and feel of a complex application. 

If you’re a designer who’s willing to leap into writing code once in awhile, or a devel-
oper with an eye for design, this book will help you build great Flex interfaces yourself.
If you’re a designer who never touches code, but wants to understand what your Flex



developers will be able to deliver, or if you’re a pure developer who needs to learn how
to implement the beautiful mockup a designer gave you, this book can help you work
more effectively with your design/development partner.

Of course, Adobe isn’t stopping here. We’ve got a lot of great stuff coming in Flex 4
and beyond to make it even easier for designers and developers to work together to build
even richer experiences. But with this book in hand, you can get started today designing
and building engaging applications. Go forth and create!

Narciso (nj) Jaramillo
Product designer, Adobe Flex Team
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Preface
The Web is always evolving as new technologies and greater user demands bubble to the
surface. With the introduction of Flash in 1996, Web pages started to change from a static
point-click-reload experience to a dynamic experience void of page refreshes and back
button reactions. Since then, many technologies have risen to meet the ever-growing
needs of the user, each proposing new conventions for reaching a final goal. As Flash
matured, it became more frequently used for replicating interactions a user might expect
from a robust desktop application. Flash was a usable solution for creating browser-based
applications, but not necessarily the most approachable.

Now with Adobe Flex, the Flash player has matured to the point that it can be con-
sidered a target for enterprise-level applications. Along with Flex, there have been lots of
competing technologies breaking onto the scene, underscoring the importance of rich
user experience. New focus has been placed on the processes surrounding innovation,
collaboration between designer and developer, usability, and deployment. These advancing
facets pose new challenges for both designers and developers to overcome in order to
create compelling visual experiences in Flex 3.

Creating Visual Experiences with Flex 3.0 is a compilation of knowledge gathered from a
myriad of real-world scenarios involving customization of Flex applications and creating
rich user experiences.

Scope of This Book
Rarely is there a case when no visual customization is required while creating a Flex appli-
cation. It can be hard to find all the necessary information that covers the many approaches
that can be taken to customize the visual experience of a Flex application. Interpreting that
information to an actual use-case within an application can also be a daunting task. Our
focus is to expose the knowledge we wished we had when we first started working with
Flex. It is by no means meant to be an end-all be-all, but a starting point for your journey
into working with the visual aspects of Flex 3. The goal is to give enough information to
answer immediate questions and directions to find additional answers.

Everything discussed in this book can be used in some way, shape, or form, from
robust enterprise-level applications to a simple RSS reader. The walkthroughs in this
book are meant to be to-the-point and clearly communicate the approaches discussed.
Since we learned Flex by pulling bits and pieces from a number of different examples to
meet the needs of our applications, there is an a la carte presentation of walkthroughs.
This will make it easy for you to grab what you need without foraging through massive
lines of code to find the one bit you’re interested in.

Most of the topics discussed in this book surround features immediately available in
Flex. Creating custom components, advanced data visualization, and nonvisual compo-
nents will not be covered. Although those things are also essential to enhancing the user
experience, it extends beyond the scope of this book.

This book is not meant to be a rule-book of standards or a rigid set of guidelines.
Each project is different and has its own requirements. There is always a judgment call to



be made between deadlines, budget, client needs, and user feedback that will dictate what
approach you may take to implementing your own version of a unique visual experience.
In the end though, you want to be happy with what you release, from the back-end
architecture to the customer facing offering. 

Audience for This Book
The primary audience is designers and developers interested in translating design visions
to Flex while maintaining the highest fidelity. Topics discussed revolve around some light
design theory of rich user experiences and the visual presentation of user interface com-
ponents. Designers and developers can use the information in this book to gain an
understanding of the advanced level of customization that can be implemented in Flex.
Also, those who may not be fully immersed in Flex development may find this book
helpful in understanding what can be achieved visually with Flex.

The level of knowledge required for this book ranges from beginner to somewhat
advanced, but the approach is always to make sure there is a guided sense of understand-
ing. In the process of writing this book, we found ourselves referring to our own draft
versions of chapters to find answers to a variety of questions that arose while working on
a client project in Flex. We can only hope that this book may also serve as a solid refer-
ence that can help guide you in your own projects.

Background
As Flex developers who are pretty involved with the Flex community, we get questions
all the time through email and blog comments about the nuances of customizing Flex
applications. It is a rare occurrence to not get approached at least once at a conference by
someone with a laptop eager to find an answer or to gain some insight. In fact, this
whole project was started based on a co-presentation that was given at a Flex-focused
conference, called 360|Flex. The thought was to bottle our collective knowledge in a
way that was more approachable than reading documentation and span the concepts we
valued as we worked to implement our designs in Flex.

How This Book Is Organized
The beginning of this book sets the stage for the rest of the chapters by introducing the
capabilities of Flex and discussing some of the design foundation behind creating a visual
experience. The remaining chapters go into more technical detail about visual customiza-
tion and implementation in Flex. Because each chapter discusses techniques that may
complement others, chapters have been ordered to take advantage of material presented
in previous chapters. This is not to say that you can’t jump into any given chapter at any
point throughout your reading.

Chapter 1: Rich Internet Applications. Design plays a large role in the final appearance of
your Flex application. This chapter gives a general overview of design fundamentals and
thinking points that can transfer to your application’s final design.
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Chapter 2: Adobe Flex and AIR. An overview of Adobe Flex 3 and the Adobe Integrated
Runtime (AIR) sets the stage for some of the technical aspects in the remainder of the
book.

Chapter 3: Dynamic Layout. Layout defines the visual structure of your application. Learn
about the various components and techniques you can use to create the visual skeleton of
your application.

Chapter 4: Styling. Using styling properties, you can customize components rapidly and easi-
ly. Styling lays the groundwork for other methods when customizing a user interface.

Chapter 5: Graphical Skinning. When styling a component isn’t enough, skinning can step in
and take customization to the next level. You can leverage existing graphics applications
like Adobe Illustrator, Flash, Fireworks, and Photoshop to customize the look of your Flex
application.

Chapter 6: Programmatic Skinning. Drawing graphics programmatically to be used for the
appearance of components is very powerful, but also more complex than graphical skin-
ning. Learn how you can leverage the power of programmatic skinning to create customiz-
able interfaces. 

Chapter 7: Lists and Navigation Components. The additional challenges for customization
posed by List and Navigation controls, including item renderers and a data-driven display,
are addressed. Lists and navigation components present different challenges for customiza-
tion because they are primarily data driven and comprise many pieces.

Chapter 8: Indicators and Cursors. Guiding a user through an application is instrumental to
a user achieving a goal. Steer your customers in the right direction by adding another level
of customization.

Chapter 9: Fonts and Text. The way you display text and how it looks can play an emotional
role as well as an informational one. Establishing structured and well-placed text is well
within reach when working with Flex.

Chapter 10: Filters and Blends. Adding a sense of layering and depth can add a level of rich-
ness to an application. Flex provides a number of filters and blends that can be applied to
components for a variety of purposes. 

Chapter 11: Effects and Transitions. By deploying in the Flash player, Flex applications can
capitalize on the advantages of using motion to create a fluid and immersive experience.
Learn how you can leverage motion-based features of Flex in a variety of ways.

Chapter 12: Flex and Flash Integration. Flash and Flex share a common ground: ActionScript 3
and the Flash player. Flash CS3 and plugins can be used to create custom components,
skins, containers, and motions.

Chapter 13: Customizing AIR Applications. AIR allows you deploy desktop applications using
the same code-base as Flex applications. However, AIR applications have additional param-
eters that can be customized and are specific to the desktop environment.
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Conventions Used in This Book
As you read this book there are a number of conventions used to guide you through
varying types of information. You will find the code hosted at http://www.cveflex.com.
At any given point you may encounter the following:

Tables. Used to group items and descriptions in a structured format for quick and easy
reference.

Figures. Range from screenshots to diagrams to graphical instructions.

Listings. Code that supports discussed concepts and can include MXML, CSS, ActionScript,
and comments.

Exercises. Longer walkthroughs that may involve code, graphic creation, traversing multiple
applications, and running sample applications.

Tips. Used as pointers for clarifications and suggestions.

Notes. Used to provide further information.

In every case, these items are noted by their type, chapter number, and a sequential
number (e.g., Table 5-3, Figure 7-13, etc.). For Exercises, a number for the exercise is intro-
duced (e.g., Figure 5.1-4, Listing 4.3-7). This convention is used to refer to these items in
the text and to allow you to cross-reference things as you move through the book.

Styling and Skinning Diagrams
You will frequently be referred to Appendix A’s, “Skinning and Styling Diagrams,”
throughout the book. This reference is a series of diagrams that point out the customiz-
able parts of visual Flex components, including containers and controls. It is meant to be
a complementary reference during the process of customizing components in your Flex
application.

Additional Resources
Other references you will find include Appendix B, “Filters Cheat Sheet,” and Appendix C,
“Resources and Cool Stuff.” These cheat sheets are meant to act as quick references that
expose the properties for these Flex 3 features along with a brief description of the
property.
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4
Styling

Every visual component in the Flex framework has a default appearance, including col-
ors, shape, font, and more. Although this default look, called the Halo theme, looks nice as a
default, a custom look can help your application stand out among other Flex applications.
The Flex framework allows you to customize the look of components using special prop-
erties called styles. Styles can define things like colors, fonts, and other visual characteristics,
which makes styling one of the most powerful mechanisms in Flex, but also one of the
most complex mechanisms. Mastering styling is key to creating expressive Flex and AIR
applications.

Using styling you can easily change the appearance of your application. Each Flex com-
ponent has its own set of style properties that allow you to alter different parts of it to cre-
ate a custom look. If you’re looking for the quickest way to divert from the default Halo
Flex theme without too much effort, styling is the way to get there. Figure 4-1 shows vari-
ations of a button made to look different using just style properties, starting with the
default look.

Understanding Style Properties
Not all properties of visual components can be specified as styles. Typically, style properties
are those that modify only the appearance of a visual component such as color-related prop-
erties, font and font size, padding, and so on. Table 4-1 shows the types of properties that can
be classified as styles and those that cannot. Style properties are used to specify skins and
other visual elements (see Chapter 5, “Graphical Skinning,” for more about skinning).

Figure 4-1 Visual variations of a button changed using styling



Table 4-1  Flex Properties That Can Be Applied as Styles and Those That Cannot

With styling you can specify:

Fonts Text formatting Colors

Icons, indicators and cursors Skins Alignment

Relative positioning Padding

With styling you cannot specify:

Absolute positioning Size Event handlers

Effects and transitions States Filters

Component properties

Inheritance
Components may inherit styles from their parent containers. Consider a Button compo-
nent within a Canvas container where the Canvas has the color style set to 0xFF0000
(red) as shown in Listing 4-1. Even though color has not been set directly on the Button
component, it will still have a red label, just by virtue of being a child of the Canvas (see
Figure 4-2).

Listing 4-1 The value of the color style that is set on the Canvas component 
will cascade to the Button component within

<mx:Canvas

width="400"

height="100"

backgroundColor="0xFFFFFF"

color="0xFF0000"

>

<mx:Button

label="Button"

verticalCenter="0"

horizontalCenter="0"

/>

</mx:Canvas>
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Figure 4-2 Button inheriting the color property from a canvas



Inheritance is a very powerful function of the styling mechanism, as it allows top-level
style changes to propagate throughout the application. This behavior, coupled with the var-
ious CSS selectors discussed in the upcoming “Applying Styles with CSS” section, make it
possible to change the visuals of an entire application rather easily.

Note
Not all style properties are inheritable. Refer to the Adobe Flex 3 Language Reference for
more information.

Data Types and Formats
With the exception of class references and embedded assets, styles can only be of type
String, Number, or an Array of Strings and Numbers. To validate values, styles have a for-
mat associated with them. For example, the backgroundColor style of a Canvas is associ-
ated with the “color” format, which means it can be specified as either hexadecimal, RGB,
or qualified color name.

Table 4-2 describes the relationship between various data types, formats, and the
units/syntax available when specifying styles.

Note
Embedding assets and using class references are discussed at length in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 9.

Table 4-2 Property Formats

Name Sample styles Units / Syntax
Length (Number) fontSize pixels (px)
style-name: length [unit] borderThickness inches (in)

horizontalGap centimeters (cm)
paddingTop millimeters (mm)
paddingBottom points (pt)
paddingLeft picas (pc)
paddingRight keywords, for fontSize only:

• xx-small
• x-small
• small
• medium
• large
• x-large
• xx-large

Time (Number) openDuration milliseconds
style-name: time closeDuration

selectionDuration
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Table 4-2 Continued

Name Sample styles Units / Syntax

Color (String or Number) backgroundColor hexadecimal (#000000 - #FFFFF)
style-name: color borderColor RGB (r%, g%, b%)

color VGA color names:
textSelectedColor • Aqua

• Black
• Blue
• Fuschia
• Gray
• Green
• Lime
• Maroon
• Navy
• Olive
• Purple
• Red
• Silver
• Teal
• White
• Yellow

Applying Styles Inline
The simplest way to apply a style is to set a style directly on an instance of a visual compo-
nent. Using MXML, the syntax is the exact same as setting a property (see Listing 4-2).

Listing 4-2 Specifying the color style on a Button component inline with MXML 

<mx:Button color="0xFF0000" label="Red" />

Note
Note that syntax for setting the color style is the same used for setting the label property,
which is not a style.

Style properties can be bound to variables, making it possible to create interactive or
dynamic interfaces. For example, the fontSize property of a TextArea component could
be bound to the value property of a NumericStepper. Interacting with the NumericStep-
per would affect the size of the text in the TextArea.
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Applying Styles Using CSS
Although applying styles inline is easy, the real power of the styling framework is that you
can define sets of styles, called selectors, and apply them to many component instances.
Selectors are defined using CSS (cascading style sheets) syntax written in either external
style sheets or in between <mx:Style> tags within a component.  

The CSS syntax used in Flex is similar to that used in HTML; however, there are some
important differences you should be aware of. This section discusses local and external
styles, the various available selectors, and compares Flex CSS to HTML CSS.

Note
When working with styles using CSS, you have the option to reference styles using either
inter-cap notation (someStyle) or hyphenated notation (some-style). Flex Builder’s code hint-
ing for styles automatically completes style names using hyphen notation. 

Understanding Local and External Styles
Styles can be defined using CSS in either an external style sheet or within MXML
<mx:Style> tags. Styles defined in the latter mode are available only to the components
and their children that are created within that particular MXML file. Using an external
style sheet is recommended because it keeps all the styles centralized, which can increase
legibility and simplify maintenance. Also, external style sheets can be packaged into themes
and then dynamically loaded to change the look of an application without needing to
recompile the application, as described later in this chapter.

Unless otherwise specified, a Flex application loads the standard Halo theme. The style
sheet associated with this theme is located at [Adobe Flex Builder 3]/sdks/3.0.0/frameworks/
projects/framework/defaults.css. Although this style sheet doesn’t define every property for
all components, it does define a lot of them. If you replace this file or load a different style
sheet, your application may look pretty plain unless you redefine a lot of styles.

Tip
Studying the defaults.css style sheet is a great way to become familiar with the elements of
Flex applications that can be stylized.

Understanding CSS Selectors
Style definitions, whether created externally or locally, comprise a set of styles, called selec-
tors. Based on how they’re named, they are applied to components in one of several ways:
per instance (class selector), per class (type selector), or globally (global selector). Listing 4-3
provides the general syntax of how styles are defined in CSS.
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Listing 4-3 Typical CSS selector syntax

style_name
{

style_property: value;

[...]

}

Class Selectors
Class selectors define a set of properties that can be applied to specific instances of compo-
nents. For example, a class selector named bigRed may specify fontSize of 24 and color
value of 0xFF0000 (see Listing 4-4). These properties can then be applied to any instance
of a component by setting the styleName property to bigRed (see Listing 4-5).

Listing 4-4 The bigRed class selector definition

.bigRed

{

fontSize: 24;

color: #FF0000;

}

Listing 4-5  The bigRed class selector being applied to an instance of 
button and an instance of ComboBox

<mx:Button styleName="bigRed" />

<mx:ComboBox styleName="bigRed" />

Note
The name of class selectors must start with a period (.) when they are defined, but the period
is omitted when applying the styles. Class selector names typically use inter-caps, with a low-
ercase first letter.

Type Selectors
Type selectors define a set of properties that are automatically applied to all instances of a
certain component. For example, a Button type selector that specifies a color value of
0xFF0000 causes all instances of button to have red text (see Listing 4-6).

Listing 4-6 A Button type selector specifying red text

Button

{

color: #FFFFFF;

}
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Note
The name of type selectors must exactly match the name of the MXML file or ActionScript
class that defines the component; therefore, they typically begin with an uppercase letter, use
inter-caps, and are not preceded by a period (.).

The Global Selector
The global selector is a special type selector that can impact nearly every component of a
Flex or AIR application. Basically, if no other styles have been defined for a component, a
value from the global selector will be applied, if available.

Because Application (or WindowedApplication in AIR) is typically the topmost con-
tainer, defining a type selector for Application seems to behave very similarly to using the
global selector. However, the key difference is that setting a style property in the global
selector can affect even noninheriting properties. For example, setting cornerRadius to 8
in the global selector affects all components that have a cornerRadius style property, even
though cornerRadius is not an inheritable style (see Listing 4-7). Setting cornerRadius
to 8 in only the Application selector will not impact any components. 

Also, the global selector impacts components that are not actually children of the main
Application container, such as popup alerts or windows.

Listing 4-7 The special global selector specifying a cornerRadius of 8 pixels

global

{

cornerRadius: 8px;

}

Note
The global selector does not need to be prefaced with a period (.) because it is a type selec-
tor, but it must be all lowercase.

HTML versus Flex CSS
If you’ve used CSS in HTML, the syntax for CSS in Flex will be familiar, but you’ll find
that the capabilities differ. Flex does not actually allow you to “cascade” styles in CSS as
you can with HTML. For example, the CSS code snippet in Listing 4-8 will not apply
styling to a button inside a component called SearchInput. CSS in Flex also does not sup-
port pseudo selectors, like img:hover. This means the code in Listing 4-9 would not affect
the over state of a button in Flex, as it might in HTML. Furthermore, you cannot specify
dimensions (such as width and height) and positioning (such as x and y), as you can in
HTML.



Listing 4-8 Cascading styles, as depicted here, will not work 
in the Flex CSS implementation

SearchInput Button

{

color: #FFFFFF;

fillColors: #72CFFF, #165D81;

}

Listing 4-9 Pseudo selectors, as shown here, will not work in the Flex CSS implementation

Button:over

{

color: #222222;

fillColors: #72CFFF, #165D81;

}

Style Precedence
Depending on where and how they are defined, some styles may override others. Leverag-
ing this gives you a lot of control over how styles are applied in your application, while still
allowing you to make broad-stroke changes at a high level.

Redefining a selector does not completely replace the selector, but rather appends addi-
tional properties and overrides any existing ones. This means you can simply override the
properties you wish, and keep everything else as it’s been defined previously. For example,
you like the way the Halo buttons look, but you want to shrink the corner radius to 0 pix-
els. All you have to do is create a Button type selector and set the cornerRadius property
to 0 (see Listing 4-10). All instances of Button maintain the properties defined in the
default style sheet, but will not have rounded corners (see Figure 4-3).

Listing 4-10 Overriding the cornerRadius value for all Button components

<mx:Style>

Button

{

cornerRadius: 0px;

}

</mx:Style>

<mx:Button label="Button 1"/>

<mx:Button label="Button 2"/>
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Likewise, assigning a class selector to a component for which a type selector is also
defined results in a combination of the style properties being applied. Listing 4-11 extends
the previous example by creating a type selector and applying it to the second button. Both
buttons still have square corners, but the second one also has a red label as specified by the
type selector (see Figure 4-4).

Listing 4-11 Overriding the cornerRadius value for all Button components 
and applying a class selector to a specific button

<mx:Style>

Button

{

cornerRadius: 0px;

}

.redText

{

color: #FF0000;

}

</mx:Style>

<mx:Button label="Button 1"/>

<mx:Button label="Button 2" styleName="redText"/>
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Figure 4-4 Halo buttons without rounded 
corners. Button 2 has a red label.



Generally speaking, styles applied inline override styles defined locally, which override
styles defined in external style sheets. Moreover, inline styles override class selectors, which
override type selectors, which override the global selector. Whew. Let’s consider some
examples.

Let’s say you’ve defined that all buttons in your application should have a dark gray label
by specifying the color style property in an external style sheet named myStyles.css (see
Listing 4-12). However, in a particular view, like a high-contrast heads-up display panel
(HUDPanel.mxml), you want all the buttons to have white labels. One way to accomplish
this is to redefine the color property for all buttons in an <mx:Style> block in the
MXML file that defines the panel (see Listing 4-13).

Listing 4-12 Button label color specified in an external style sheet

/* myStyles.css */

Button

{

color: #333333 /* dark gray */

}

Listing 4-13 Overriding the Button type selector within a specific view

<!— HUDPanel.mxml —>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<mx:Panel xmlns:mx="http://www.adobe.com/2006/mxml" layout="">

<mx:Style>

Button

{

color: #FFFFFF; /* white */

}

</mx:Style>

</mx:Panel>

You could also approach the challenge described previously by creatively using the dif-
ferent types of selectors. A Button type selector could still define the dark grey label, but
you could create a class selector called hudButton (see Listing 4-14) and apply that to each
button within the heads-up display panel (see Listing 4-15).
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Listing 4-14 Defining a type selector and a class selector

/* myStyles.css */

Button

{

color: #333333 /* dark gray */

}

.hudButton

{

color: #FFFFFF /* white */

}

Listing 4-15 Overriding the Button label color by applying the class selector

<!— HUDPanel.mxml —>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<mx:Panel xmlns:mx="http://www.adobe.com/2006/mxml" >

<mx:Button styleName="hudButton" label="click me" />

</mx:Panel>

Yet another way to approach this challenge is to utilize inheritance. Remember that the
color style property propagates from a parent container to the children within. So, perhaps
the easiest way to solve this problem is to set the color property for the entire HUDPanel
container with a type selector and let the buttons inherit the value (see Listing 4-16). Keep
in mind that this will change the color property of all eligible children components such
as Labels and ComboBoxes, but this is probably desirable.

Listing 4-16 Specifying the color for all components in the HUDPanel 
container with a type selector

/* myStyles.css */

Button

{

color: #333333 /* dark grey */

}

HUDPanel

{

color: #FFFFFF /* white */

}
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Tip
If you have similar styling for various style selectors, you can combine them using comma
delimitation to cut down on the amount of code you have to write as well as maintain consis-
tency. The CSS code in Listing 4-17 shows similar style properties for .downloadButton and
.saveButton being grouped together, but redefined separately for their differences, in this
case, icons.

Listing 4-17  Combining styles using comma delimitation

.downloadButton, .saveButton

{

fillColors: #FFFFFF, #CCCCCC;

borderColor: #666666;

cornerRadius: 8;

color: #222222;

}

.downloadButton

{

icon: Embed(source="downloadIcon.png");

}

.saveButton

{

icon: Embed(source="saveIcon.png");

}

Working with Styles Using ActionScript
So far, we’ve mostly discussed working with styles using MXML. If necessary, you can
accomplish the same tasks, and more, using ActionScript. Perhaps your application
requires a particular button to be red or green depending on the values of certain vari-
ables. You could execute a function that checks those variables and conditionally sets the
backgroundColor style of your button. As with many things in application development,
there are several ways to accomplish this, but let’s have a look at how you might do it with
ActionScript (see Listing 4-18).

To set a style on an instance of a component, you call the setStyle method available to
any style-enabled component, passing it the name of the style property and the value you
wish to set it to. This is basically the equivalent of specifying a style property inline in
MXML. Because calling this method not only impacts the component on which it was
called, but also any components contained within, it should be used judiciously.To get the
current value of a style property using ActionScript, you use the getStyle method, which
is a much lighter operation than setStyle.
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Listing 4-18 Conditionally setting style properties using ActionScript

<mx:Script>

<![CDATA[

public var valid:Boolean = true;

public function changeButtonColor () : void

{

if ( valid == true )

{

// make the background green

myButton.setStyle('backgroundColor',0x00CC00);

}

else

{

// make the background red

myButton.setStyle('backgroundColor',0xCC0000);

}

}

]]>

</mx:Script>

<mx:Button id="myButton" click="changeButtonColor()" />

Warning
Because the setStyle method accepts the style name as a string, there is no validation as
to whether that property actually exists. That means you could misspell the property name,
and it would fail, and fail silently. You won’t even get an exception when you try to set it.

Creating Stylable Widgets
It is common to composite two or more components to create a reusable widget for your
application. For example, you might extend an HBox and stuff it with a TextInput and But-
ton to create a SearchInputWidget to use throughout your application. Listing 4-19
demonstrates exactly that to create a component that looks like Figure 4-5.

Listing 4-19 Applying style to an element of a widget with an explicit class selector

<!— SearchInput.mxml —>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<mx:HBox xmlns:mx="http://www.adobe.com/2006/mxml" >

<mx:TextInput

width="100%"

height="100%"

/>



Listing 4-19 Continued

<mx:Button

label="Search"

height="100%"

styleName="searchInputButton"

/>

</mx:HBox>

Notice in Listing 4-19 that the styleName of the button is set to searchInputButton.
This approach exposes the style of the button so that it can be defined outside of the wid -
get, but all instances of SearchInputWidget will have the exact same style. Although this is
better than applying a bunch of inline styles to the button, there is still a better way. Chang-
ing the button definition as shown in Listing 4-20 allows you to customize each instance of
the SearchInput widget differently (see Listing 4-21).

Listing 4-20 Applying style to an element of a widget using a dynamic class selector

...

<mx:Button

label="Search"

height="100%"

styleName="{getStyle('buttonStyleName')}"

/>

...

Listing 4-21 Applying two different styles to two instances of the same widget

<local:SearchInputWidget buttonStyleName='redButton' />

<local:SearchInputWidget buttonStyleName='blueButton' />

For this trick to work, you must expose buttonStyleName as a style using metadata as
shown in Listing 4-22. Style metadata tells the compiler which style can be used with a
particular component, its format and data type, and whether children of this component
should inherit this style.

Listing 4-22 Style metadata used to define a buttonStyleName style

[Style(name="buttonStyleName", type="String", inherit="no")]
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Figure 4-5 A stylable SearchInput widget that 
combines a TextInput with a SearchButton



Introducing the Style Manager
Behind all styling operations in Flex is the StyleManager. It is possible to access, modify,
and define CSS selectors using ActionScript and the StyleManager. This opens a world of
possibilities for creating dynamic styles or performing other tricks.

You can use ActionScript to directly access the selectors from the StyleManager to take
an inside-out approach to styling. For example, you might define a selector that embeds
several icons (see Listing 4-23). Next, from within your application, use ActionScript to
access the values of that selector (see Listing 4-24). It’s a pretty handy trick because it keeps
all of your icons in one place.

Without this trick, you have to embed your assets within the component in which it
will be used, which can get ugly if that component is buried deep in the application pack-
age structure. Imagine a SearchInput widget located in a com.cve.view.controls package. A
reference to an icon located in an images folder at the root of the project might look some-
thing like Listing 4-25.

The StyleManager also enables you to load and unload entire style sheets at runtime,
which enables you to create dynamic, on-the-fly customizations of your Flex application.
For this to work, your style sheets must be compiled as SWF. Runtime styling is described
at length in Exercise 4.1.

Listing 4-23 Several assets embedded in a single selector

.icons

{

wrenchIcon: Embed('images/wrench.png');

searchIcon: Embed('images/magnifier.png');

loginIcon: Embed('images/lock.png'):

}

Listing 4-24 Accessing embed assets using the StyleManager

<Button

icon="{StyleManager.getStyleDeclaration('.icons').getStyle('wrenchIcon')}"

label="Customize"

/>

Listing 4-25 An ugly Embed statement within a component 

[Embed(source="../../../../images/magnifyer.png")]

public var searchIcon:Class;

Styling in Design View
You don’t always have to assign styling properties to components directly in the Source View
of Flex Builder. In Design View, you can access all the style properties for any component in
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the Flex Properties panel (Window > Flex Properties). With the Flex Properties panel visible,
you can select any component to access visual selectors for the styles of that component. Fig-
ure 4-6 shows what the Flex Properties panel looks like when selecting a Button in Design
View. You can also access other style properties in this same panel, as shown in Figure 4-7.

Note
Not every style property is represented in the Style panel. To access more styles, click on the
category list and scroll to the Styles category, or find a style via the alphabetized list of prop-
erties as shown in Figure 4-7.

Whenever you make changes to the styling of a component using the Flex Properties
panel, the styles will be created inline of the component’s MXML. However, you can easily
convert your inline styling to CSS to use throughout your application. In Flex Builder, this
is really easy to do by following these steps:

1. Once you have created styling for a particular component, select that component
and, in the Flex Properties panel, click the Convert to CSS button as shown in 
Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-6 Styles for a button within the Flex Properties panel



2. When you click the Convert to CSS button, the New Style Rule window appears
(see Figure 4-9). If you don’t have a CSS file already created, you can click the New
button to create one to hold your new style.

3. With your CSS file specified, you can select to apply the styling globally, as a type
selector, to a specific component, or to a component using a style name. You can
refer to the “Understanding CSS Selectors” section in this chapter for more informa-
tion on the differences between these options. After selecting your desired option,
click OK.
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Figure 4-7 Accessing other style properties via the Flex Properties panel

Figure 4-8 The Convert to CSS button



4. When you click OK, the appropriate CSS is written to the specified CSS file
and you are taken into CSS Design View where you have additional options
to customize your components using a more visual tool set.

Tip
You can access CSS Design View any time you have a CSS file open in Source View mode.

CSS Design View
One of the new features of Flex Builder 3 is CSS Design View, which allows you to visually
edit styles within a CSS file. In this view, you are presented with the various component
parts that can be styled, as well as any available states. You can also do things like zoom in
and out for pixel perfect accuracy, pan around using the Hand tool, or add and remove
styles. Figure 4-10 is a snapshot of CSS Design View for the CSS of the styling of a button.

In CSS Design View, you can also easily assign other visual parameters like icons, fonts,
and skins for your components. Refer to Chapters 5 or 9 for more information on using
those features of CSS Design View.

In CSS Design View, you can also easily navigate between different styles. You can do
this by selecting a style from the Style Combo Box. You can also move throughout the CSS
code structure of your CSS file using the Outline panel (see Figure 4-11) when in CSS
Source View, which you can access by selecting Window > Outline. Clicking on any of the
properties in the Outline structure jumps you to the corresponding CSS code.
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Figure 4-9 The New Style Rule window
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Figure 4-10 CSS Design View of a styled button

Figure 4-11 CSS Outline View with button styling and embedded font
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Working in CSS Design View is a quick and easy way to get instant feedback on the
look of a styled component. It’s great for quick prototyping and rapid development. How-
ever, you may find it helpful to become familiar with working in the CSS Source View for
code formatting and taking advantage of some of the tips discussed in this chapter.

Themes
A theme is essentially a look, generally a visually consistent one, for a Flex application that
has been created using CSS and/or supporting assets. A theme can vary in complexity from
simple color changes to graphic-rich styling. After spending the time and effort to create a
theme for your Flex application, you can package it to be repurposed or distributed by cre-
ating a theme.

At a minimum, a theme can be used by passing its assets to others interested in imple-
menting it into their Flex application. You can also package those assets as a single theme
within a Flash Component file (SWC) to be easily distributed or compile that theme SWC
to be used as a theme loaded at runtime. However, once you create a theme SWC, it will
no longer be editable.

A theme SWC is basically a package of any CSS files, graphic assets, or programmatic
skin classes that comprise your Flex application’s appearance. Each of the supporting
graphical assets or classes must be either embedded or use a ClassReference in order to
ensure their inclusion into the theme SWC. You can learn more about embedding graphic
assets in the Skinning chapter. You can use the Flex compiler to apply a theme SWC and
the compc utility to create one. To learn more about working with theme SWCs, refer to
the Flex 3 documentation.

Note
As a reference for creating your own theme SWCs, you may want to duplicate the defaults.css
file that comes with the Flex 3 SDK and build upon it to make your own custom theme.

Summary
Styles are different from properties and exhibit several special behaviors, such as inheri-
tance. The most powerful aspect of styling is that styles can be defined in sets and applied to
components in a variety of ways. 

Styling plays a major role in the way you define the look of your application. The more
you work with it, the more you will see just how powerful it can be. Whether you just need
to change the look of a single button or an entire application, styling is the root mechanism
for complete customization. 

The following chapters build on the concepts discussed here and introduce further cus-
tomization techniques such as skinning and working with indicators, cursors, and text.
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Frame labels, Flash Timeline, 179–181, 316

Frame rate

Flash/Flex interoperability and, 323
setting, 314

Frameworks, Flex resources, 373

Free Transform, gradients, 238–239

Front-face declaration, character ranges and,
124

G
Gap

overview of, 24
positioning icons, 104

Genie effect, Macintosh OS X, 7–8

GIF files

exporting bitmap assets from Fireworks
into Flex, 223

Flex supported file formats, 60
Photoshop exported as, 235

Global selectors, CSS, 43

Glow effect

overview of, 151
properties, 155
repeating, 154–155

Glow filter

applying inline with filters array, 141
overview of, 136

Gradient bevel filter

overview of, 136
properties, 369

Gradient glow filter

overview of, 136
properties, 369

Gradients

drawing gradient fill, 258–261
transforming, 238–239

Graphical skinning, 57–72

9-slice grids, 62–64
bitmaps vs. vectors and, 60–61
CSS Design View, 69–70
embedding graphics and, 61–62
mixing tools and, 71
naming conventions when importing

skins, 64–67
overview of, 57–59
Skin Import Wizard, 67–69
skin templates, 70–71

Graphical skinning, with Fireworks, 223–234

creating other assets, 232
creating skin artwork, 224–227
exporting skin artwork into Flex,

228–231
getting started, 224
overview of, 223–224
skin templates, 232–233

Graphical skinning, with Flash, 201–212

advanced options, 210–211
bitmap assets in, 211
converting artwork to symbols, 204–205
creating skin artwork, 202–204
exporting skin artwork into Flex,

206–209
getting started, 202
overview of, 201–202
setting 9-slice grids, 206
skin templates, 212

Graphical skinning, with Flex Component Kit,
313–327

9-slice scaling, 321
creating other assets, 327
creating skin artwork, 316–318
creating skin structure, 313–316
creating transitions, 318–321
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exporting skin artwork into Flex 
Component Kit, 321–326

overview of, 313
Graphical skinning, with Illustrator, 

213–222

creating other assets, 220–221
creating skin artwork, 214–217
exporting skin artwork into Flex,

217–220
getting started, 213–214
overview of, 213
skin templates, 221–222

Graphical skinning, with Photoshop, 
235–247

creating other assets, 245
creating skin artwork, 236–239
exporting skin artwork into Flex,

240–244
getting started, 236
overview of, 235
skin templates, 246–247

Graphical user interfaces (GUIs), 60

Graphics

resources, 378
tools, 58

Grids

multidimensional layouts and, 23–24
skinning and styling diagrams, 360

Group Folders, creating for skin export, 236

Groups, Photoshop

merging, 240
organizing layers with, 236

Guiding vehicles. See Cursors; Indicators

GUIs (graphical user interfaces), 60

H
Halo theme, as default style, 37

HBox

as base class for custom item renderer,
269

filter example, 137
linear layout and, 23
positioning and, 278
skinning and styling diagrams, 360
spacer control in, 25
transitions and, 175

HDivided box, skinning and styling diagrams,
360

Height settings, TileLists, 277

Hexadecimal values, specifying color and,
255

Horizontal lists

overview of, 85
skinning and styling diagrams, 357

Horizontal slider, skinning and styling 
diagrams, 352

HRule, skinning and styling diagrams, 351

HScrollbar, skinning and styling diagrams,
359

HTML CSS, 43–44

HTML text. See also Text

assigning, 129
style sheets for, 132–133, 291–295
styling characters within, 129–132

HTTPService, 344

I
IBorder interface, 77

Icons

creating assets for import into Flex, 220
customizing application icons, 185, 191
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Icons, continued

implementing, 103–104
as indicators, 103
inline renderer for showing icons with

labels, 88–89
positioning, 104–105
resources, 377
rich Internet applications and, 9–10
specifying for list-based components

and for navigation controls, 98–99
specifying for tools, 102
style properties and, 38

Illustrator. See also Graphical skinning, with
Illustrator

creating other assets, 220–221
creating skin artwork, 214–217
exporting skin artwork into Flex,

217–220
Flash compared with, 201
integration of Flex with Adobe Cre-

ative Suite and, 16
mixing tools and, 71, 202
Skin Design Extension, 221
skin templates, 221–222
as vector editing tool, 213

Image & SWF loader, skinning and styling 
diagrams, 353

Images

adding, 278
creating custom item renderer and, 269

Indicators

creating tool tips programmatically,
113–114

data tips, 109–110
error tips, 108–109
examples of use of, 101–102
focus borders, 105–106

icons as, 103–105
overview of, 101
scroll tips, 110–112
styling and skinning a tool tip, 112–113
timing and motion for tool tips,

114–115
tool tips, 107–108

Inheritance, styles and, 38–39

Inline styles

applying, 40
creating custom item renderer and,

269–270
Interfaces, implementing for programmatic

skinning, 76–77

IProgrammaticSkin interface, 77

Iris effect, 152

Item renderers, 87–90

adding styles to, 279–280
creating, 89–90
drop-in item renderer or editor, 

87–88
fine grained control with, 85
inline item renderer or editor, 88–89
for lists, 265
MXML component as, 269
overview of, 87
for photo gallery exercise, 277–279
recycling, 272
representing data-items with, 84
for trees or menus, 90

J
JPEG files

Fireworks bitmap exported as, 223
Flex supported formats, 60
Photoshop exported as, 235
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K
Keyframe labels

creating skin artwork and, 316–318
Flash Timeline, 180–181

KitchenSync, 168

L
Label & Text, skinning and styling diagrams, 355

Labels

for image names, 278
for list-based components and for 

navigation controls, 98–99
using inline renderer to show icons

with labels, 88–89
Layers

creating for skin export, 224–225, 227
Flash Timeline, 315–316
groups for organizing, 236
hiding, 240
rich Internet applications and, 10–11
using layer effects, 237

Layout

dynamic. See Dynamic layout
linear, 23
multidimensional, 23–24
properties, 283
text, 119–120
TileList and, 277
transitions and, 175

Libraries

FlexLib, 14
resources, 373

Linear layouts, 23

Lines

converting to fills, 317
Drawing API and, 74

Link bar

overview of, 95
skinning and styling diagrams, 352

Link button, skinning and styling diagrams,
350

List-based components

DataGrids, 86
for flat data structures, 85
item renders and editors, 87–90
menus, 86–87
navigation with, 99
overview of, 83–84
specifying labels and icons for, 98–99
for tree data structures, 85–86

Lists

adding to application, 265–266
adjusting space between items, 265–266
creating chat dialog window. See Chat

dialog exercise
data effects and, 162
example, 265
overview of, 85
skinning and styling diagrams, 358

Local styles, CSS, 41

M
Macintosh OS X

custom effect exercise, 297–299
genie effect, 7–8

Measurement routine, programmatic skin-
ning, 80–81

Media Player, 4–5

Menus

creating item renderer for, 90
overview of, 86–87
skinning and styling diagrams, 356
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Methods, overriding in programmatic 
skinning, 77–80

Mixing tools, graphical skinning and, 71

Motion. See also Animation

creating, 339–340
rich Internet applications and, 7–8
tool tips and, 114–115
uses of motion effects, 151

Motion XML, 339–346

adding animation, 341–343
creating motion, 339–340
export function and, 179
overview of, 182–183
preparing Flex to receive Motion XML

file, 343–346
mouseOut property, 281

mouseOver property, 281

Move effect

easing function used with, 161–162
overview of, 151
shake effect, 297–299

Multidimensional layouts, 23–24

Multiply blend, 144–145

MXML

applying inline styles, 40
creating custom component as item

renderer, 269
creating item renderer as separate com-

ponent, 89–90
creating tool tips, 107–108
developing Flex applications, 15–16
filters tag, 139–141
specifying size with percentages, 30

MXML Design View, 245

MXMLC (MXML compiler), 15–16

mxskins.Border, base classes for program-
matic skinning, 76

mxskins.ProgrammaticSkin, base classes for
programmatic skinning, 76

mxskins.RectangularBorder, base classes for
programmatic skinning, 76

N
Naming conventions

merged layers and, 241
sub-component styles, 315
subcomponents, 66–67
when importing skins, 64–67

NavBar class

ButtonBar extending from, 93
LinkBar extending from, 95
navigation controls extending from, 92

Navigation controls

ButtonBar, 93–94
containers, 95–98
labels and icons for, 98–99
LinkBar, 95
list-based components for, 98–99
overview of, 84, 91–93
TabBar, 94
ToggleButtonBar, 94

Numeric stepper, skinning and styling dia-
grams, 355

O
Object oriented programming (OOP), 76

OLAP Data Grid, 85

OOP (object oriented programming), 76

OTF (OpenType Font)

embedding fonts and, 123
embedding fonts in SWF files, 285
embedding fonts using Compile CSS

to SWF feature, 287
overview of, 121
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Override actions, transitions and, 174–175

Override classes, transitions and, 170–171

Overriding methods, programmatic skinning
and, 77–80, 253–254

overSkin state, button component, 238

P
Padding

adjusting space between items in a list,
272

controlling spacing between data-items,
84

fine tuning positioning, 282
overview of, 24
positioning buttons, 278
positioning icons, 104

Panel & Title window, skinning and styling dia-
grams, 361

Panels, creating, 301–302

Parallel effects, 156–157

Pause effect, 152

Percentages, specifying size with, 30

Performance, user interaction and, 6

Photo gallery, 275–283

adding styles to item renderers,
279–280

adding TileList to layout, 277
applying CSS styles, 275–276
data source for, 280–281
fine tuning positioning, 282
item renderers for, 277–279
mouseOver and mouseOut properties,

281
overview of, 275

rollOver property, 281–282

setting up project and applying CSS
styles, 275–276

Photoshop. See also Graphical skinning, with
Photoshop

compared with Flash, Illustrator, or
Fireworks, 201, 223, 235

creating other assets, 245
creating skin artwork, 236–239
exporting skin artwork into Flex,

240–244
integration of Flex with Adobe Cre-

ative Suite, 16
as pixel-based editing tool, 225
Skin Design Extension, 246
skin templates, 246–247

Photoshop Express

nonintrusive interface, 4–5
tool palette as customized Tree 

component, 99
use of skinning in, 59
user interaction options, 6

Picnik, 120

Pixels

bitmaps and, 60
Photoshop as pixel-based editing tool,

225
specifying size with, 29–30

Pixilation, 60

PNG files

exporting bitmap assets from Fireworks
into Flex, 223

Flex supported file formats, 60
Photoshop exported as, 235
saving Photoshop skin artwork as, 241
transparency and, 191

Pop up button, skinning and styling diagrams,
350

Positioning

absolute. See Absolute positioning
automatic. See Automatic positioning
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Positioning, continued

fine tuning, 282
icons, 104–105
text, 128

Precedence, of styles, 44–48

Presentation layer

color in, 7
eternal elements, 11
iconography, 9–10
layers and depth, 10–11
motion in, 7–8
overview of, 7
typography, 8–9

Programmatic skinning, 73–81, 249–264

adding complexity to simple skin,
262–264

applying skins to buttons, 252–253
applying styles, 261–262
base class, 75–76
creating skin classes, 251–252
drawing API, 74–75
drawing borders, 254–257
drawing fills based on button state,

257–261
drawing skin artwork for, 253–254
implementing interfaces, 76–77
measurement routine and, 80–81
overriding methods, 77–80, 253–254
overview of, 73, 249–250
testing harness for, 250–251

Progress bar, skinning and styling diagrams,
351

Properties

absolute positioning, 26
bevel filter, 367
blur filter, 367
convolution filter, 368

displacement map filter, 368
drop shadow filter, 368–369
filters, 138–139
focus skin, 105
gradient bevel filter, 369
gradient glow filter, 369
styles, 37–38
text positioning, 128
tool tips, 114

PSD files, 246

R
Radio button control, skinning and styling 

diagrams, 350

Rasterization, 60

Rectangle tool, 203

creating a box with, 339–340
creating rectangle with, 333–334

Rectangular Marquee Tool, Photoshop, 237

Reference materials, 373–374

Renderers. See Item renderers

Repurposing effects, 162, 223

Resize effect, 151

Resources

Adobe blogs, 374–375
communities, 374
downloads, 374
Flex and AIR showcase, 376
Flex Component Kit, 372
Flex Explorers, 372
Flex libraries and frameworks, 373
Flex skins and themes, 371
fonts, 377–378
graphics, 378
icons, 377
other blogs, 375–376
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reference materials, 373–374
user experience design, 371

RGB color space, 236

RIAs (rich Internet applications), 3–11

audience for, 3–4
color, 7
content, 4–6
eternal elements, 11
iconography, 9–10
layers and depth, 10–11
motion, 7–8
overview of, 3
presentation layer and, 7
typography, 8–9
user interaction, 6–7

RollOver property, 281–282

Rotate effect, 152

Rows

constraint rows, 28–29
fine tuning positioning, 282

Runtime styling, 195–199, 289

S
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), 60

Scrapblog

dynamic layout example, 21–22
TileList for stylizing, 83

Scroll bars

dynamic layout and, 31–35
skinning and styling diagrams, 359
tips for scrolling, 110–112

SDK (Software Development Kit), 15–16

Sequence effects

compound effects, 156, 158
creating, 298
triggering, 298–299

Shake effect, 297–299

Shapes, Drawing API and, 74

Show/hide

content, 148
controls, 90

Size, text, 119–120

Sizing components, 29–31

default size, 31
impact of constraints on size, 31
overview of, 29
percentages for, 30
pixels for, 29–30

Skin Artwork Import Wizard, 241

Skin classes, creating, 251–252

Skin Design Extensions

Flash, 313, 329
Flex, 236
Illustrator, 221
overview of, 70
Photoshop, 246

Skin Import Wizard

creating graphical skins with Flash, 201
creating graphical skins with Flex

Component Kit, 324
exporting Fireworks artwork into Flex,

228–230
exporting Flash artwork into Flex,

206–209
exporting Photoshop artwork into

Flex, 241–243
importing skin assets, 67–69
importing SWF files, 218–219
not able to import skin in Flex,

202–203
Skin templates

Fireworks, 232–233
Flash, 212, 329–331
graphical skinning and, 70–71
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Skin templates, continued

Illustrator, 221–222
Photoshop, 246–247

Skins

cursors, 116
custom windows, 189
diagrams for Flex 3 components,

350–366
graphical. See Graphical skinning
list of, 366
overview of, 57–58
preferred method, 313
programmatic. See Programmatic 

skinning
resources, 371
tool tips, 112–113

Software Development Kit (SDK), 15–16

Spacer controls, 25

Start events, effects, 154–155

States

button skins and, 214
drawing fills based on button state,

257–261
switching between, 171

Strokes

adding stroke effects, 237
converting lines to fills, 317
drawing, 75
overview of, 74

Style Manager

loading fonts, 289
loading style declarations, 197
overview of, 51

Style properties, accordion component,
97–98

Style sheets

HTML text, 132–133, 291–295
loading at runtime, 195–199

styleChanged method, overriding, 77–78

Styles, 37–56

ActionScript for working with, 48–49
adding complexity to simple program-

matic skin, 262–264
adding to item renderers, 279–280
applying in programmatic skinning

example, 261–262
applying with CSS, 41
consistency in design process and, 226
creating stylable widgets, 49–50
CSS Design View and, 54–56
CSS selectors, 41–43
data types and formats and, 39–40
Design View and, 51–54
diagrams for Flex 3 components,

350–366
Flex CSS vs. HTML CSS, 43–44
focus border, 106
HTML text, 131–132
inheritance and, 38–39
inline, 40
list of, 365–366
local and external, 41
managing, 51
overview of, 37
positioning icons, 104
precedence of, 44–48
programmatic skinning and, 249
properties, 37–38
text, 126–127
themes and, 56
tool tips, 112–113
triggering style changes, 197

Styles palette, 238

Subcomponents

naming, 66–67
styles, 315
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SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics), 60

SWC (Flash Component) files

grouping skin assets as, 211
publishing, 322–323
publishing custom container, 334
themes and, 56
vector art and, 60

SWF files

compiling CSS file as, 195
embedding fonts in, 123
embedding fonts in with Flash, 285–286
embedding fonts with Compile CSS to

SWF feature, 287–289
embedding graphics and, 61
exporting Flash skins as, 206–209
exporting Illustrator skins as, 213
Flex applications distributed as, 16
grouping skin assets as, 211
importing, 218
using symbols as icons, 103–104
vector art and, 60

Symbols. See also Icons

converting shape to, 339–340
converting skin artwork to, 204–205
converting to Flex Component, 322
converting to Flex container, 334
creating, 215–216
design mockups and, 221, 225
exporting Illustrator symbols into Flex,

213
Fireworks and, 223, 225
properties, 314–315

System fonts, 120–121

T
Tab bar

overview of, 94
skinning and styling diagrams, 363

Tab navigator

creating with three contained views,
96–97

extending, 14
overview of, 95
skinning and styling diagrams, 363

Targeting components, for effects, 153, 162

Templates. See Skin templates

Testing harness, setting up, 250–251

Text. See also HTML text

adding to forms, 302–303
anti-aliasing properties, 123–124
character ranges, 124–125
creating custom item renderer, 269
CSS Design View and, 126
customizing fonts, 120–121
embedding fonts, 121–122
embedding fonts inside SWF files, 123
overview of, 119
paying attention to layout, color, size,

and font selection, 119–120
positioning, 128
styling for consistency, 126–127

Text area

creating style sheets for HTML text,
291–295

skinning and styling diagrams, 355
Text input, skinning and styling diagrams, 355

Themes

accenting with, 106
resources, 371
styles and, 56

Tile container, 23–24

TileLists. See also Photo gallery

adding to layout, 277
fine tuning positioning, 282
overview of, 85
populating, 281
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TileLists, continued

properties affected layout of, 283
skinning and styling diagrams, 357
stylizing applications with, 83

Timeline, Flash

creating animation with, 341–343
frame labels, 180
turning on, 315

Timing

effect properties, 155
tool tips, 114–115

Toggle button bar

customizing, 84
overview of, 94
skinning and styling diagrams, 352

Tool Tip Manager, 113–114

Tool tips

creating, 107–108
creating programmatically, 113–114
data tips, 109–110
error tips, 108–109
overview of, 107
properties, 114
reinforcing icon with, 103
scroll tips, 110–112
skinning and styling diagrams, 355
styling and skinning, 112–113
timing and motion for, 114–115

Toolbars, icons representing tools on, 102

Transitions. See also View states, transition
exercise

adding, 171–173
easing functions and, 158–162
examples, 149–150
Flex Component Kit creating transi-

tions between states, 180, 318–321
layout and, 175
override actions and, 174–175

overview of, 168
uses of, 147–148
view states and, 147, 168–171
when to apply, 148

Transparency effects

backgrounds and, 236
Flex vs. Photoshop, 214

Tree data structures, 85–86

Trees

creating item renderer for, 90
overview of, 85–86
skinning and styling diagrams, 359
tool palette in Photoshop Express as, 99

Triggers

data effects, 163
effects, 153–154
sequence effects, 298–299
style changes, 197

TTF (True Type Font)

embedding, 123
embedding fonts in SWF files, 285
embedding fonts using Compile CSS

to SWF feature, 287
overview of, 121

Tweener, 167

Tweening options, 167–168, 341–343

Type selectors

applying styles with, 266
CSS, 42–43

Typography

attention to text and, 119–120
for rich Internet applications, 8–9

U
updateDisplayList method, overriding,

78–80, 253–254

upSkin state, button component, 225, 237
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User experience design, 371

User feedback, using effects for, 297

User interaction, rich Internet applications
and, 6–7

User interface, nonintrusiveness of, 4

Utility methods, Drawing API, 74

V
Variables

binding style properties to, 40
creating custom item renderer and, 270
setting for Motion XML application,

344
VBox

as base class for Photo Renderer, 277
creating custom item renderer and,

269–270
linear layout and, 23
skinning and styling diagrams, 360

VDivided box, skinning and styling diagrams,
360

Vectors

9-slice scaling, 63
vs. bitmaps, 60–61
creating vector based artwork for skin-

ning, 202
icons as, 103
Illustrator as vector editing tool, 213

Vertical slider, skinning and styling diagrams,
352

View states

animation between, 180
creating, 170
item renders and, 90
transitions and, 147, 168–170

View states, transition exercise, 301–312

adding buttons, 303
adding second view state, 305–306

adding text input to forms, 302–303
adding transitions, 306–309
base view state, 303–304
creating panel and forms, 301–302
overview of, 301
testing and running application,

309–311
ViewStack component, navigation controls,

91–92, 95

Visual appearance, customizing, 14–15

Visual components, extensibility of Flex, 14

Visual effects. See Effects

VRule, skinning and styling diagrams, 351

VScrollbar, skinning and styling diagrams,
359

W
Web applications, benefits of rich Internet

applications, 3

Widgets, creating stylable, 49–50

Width settings, TileList component, 277

Wildcard (*) symbol, for animation between
view states, 180

Window chrome

customizing, 190–191
default chrome vs. system chrome, 188
working with in AIR, 188–189

X
XML language. See also MXML

developing Flex applications, 15
populating list with XML data,

267–268

Z
Zoom effect, 151
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